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Electronic Remittance Advice (835) 

u  Overview 

u  Facilitates the electronic communication of claim adjudication results from a payer 
to the provider community 

u  Removes the need for printing and mailing paper Explanation of Payments 

u  Allows for automating the remittance posting processes for provider billing offices 

u  Reduces the manual labor needed to facilitate this business function on both sides 
of the revenue cycle improving throughput and decreasing operational costs 

u  Allows for the electronification of payment, remittance and reconcilement 
functions 



Value to Providers 

u  Reduction in operational costs 

u  Reduction in risk eliminating hard copies of PHI 

u  Enhanced downstream workflow capabilities 

u  Combined with EFT the ERA/EFT partnership offers quicker cash flows reducing 
DSOs. 

u  Reduces manual provider follow-up 

u  Increases accuracy of secondary billing 

u  Reduces incorrect billing of patients 

u  Reduces the need for time spent on phone calls and websites 



Value to Payers 

u  Reduction in operational costs 

u  Reduces risk associated with delivering remittance information via postal system 

u  Provides opportunities and ease of transition from check payments to electronic 
payments 

u  Allows the standardization of remittance information into other solution offerings 
(i.e. EHRs, patient portals, mobile applications) 

u  Supplies the opportunity to migrate to standardized code sets versus proprietary 
Explanation of Payment messaging 

u  Proper transaction usage results in reduced calls from providers and members 



Value to Patients/Members 

u  Provides expedited adjudicated results for services rendered  

u  Patient responsibility clarifications are available sooner allowing for planned 
payment options/credit opportunity discussions 

u  Standardized datasets supporting downstream availability for other solutions (i.e. 
EHRs, patient portals, mobile applications, credit facilitators) 

u  Enables automation capabilities for HSA Administration payments 



Barriers to Adoption 

u  Lengthy Enrollment Processes 

u  Legacy Paper EOP Remark Codes and Descriptions 

u  ERA Quality Concerns 

u  Advanced Practice Management System Support (Automated Posting and Post 
Workflow Actions) 

u  Complexities due to Market Aggregation/Acquisitions 

u  Member-based Adjudicated Scenarios versus Service-based 

u  Schedule-based Adjudicated Scenarios versus Service-based 

u  Generic Payment Level Adjustments and Offsets 



Industry Metrics 
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“Si’down, CARC, you’re RARC’in the boat!” 

Payment Summary 
Details for Each Claim Payment 



7030 835 ERA Preview 

u  CR 105 Inclusion of the RAS segment supports multiple CARCs for a single dollar amount and allows 
association of remark codes to a specific CARC. The RAS segment replaces the CAS segment for 
reporting adjustment codes and amounts, and also includes reporting remark codes associated to a 
CARC. 

u  CR 1265 Allow for card payments (p-card, debit card, and credit card) within the 835 and related 
X12 transactions so remittance information can be conveyed electronically in these scenarios. 

u  CR 1101 N1 Payer Name - Name the provider knows the payer by, match the CCD+ NACHA Operating 
Rules update requires the Payer Name in the CCD+ file to be the name the provider will recognize, 
the name the provider knows the payer by. Name listed in the 835 should match this name. 

u  CR 123 CLP01- revise the rule to be consistent with other TR3s and to require a unique ID. 

u  CR 1040 The TOO segment to be added to the 835 for the purpose of a dental payment indicating 
the tooth number and surface that was adjudicated 



How Can Industry Groups Assist? 

u  NDEDIC 

u  CARC/RARC Task Group focusing on getting consistencies in payer utilization of CARC/
RARC combinations to streamline workflow 

u  ERA/EFT Trace Task Group focusing on finding “missing” transactions.  

u  ADA 

u  Effort to bring industry parties together to define barriers 

u  WEDI 

u  White paper on Real-Time Claim transactions using the 835 as response. Easier to match 
but doesn’t relate to Real-Time payment 


